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About the Presenter

Golden Czermak
Owner/Photographer – FuriousFotog

• 30 years graphic design experience (primarily Photoshop)

• 11 years book industry experience as a photographer, 
designer, and cover model.

• 10 years copyright and trademark experience.*

-------------

• 14 years regulatory experience (OSHA/EPA/BATF/DoD) and 
auditing

• 7 years experience in self-publishing e-books, trade books, 
and audiobooks.

• Chemical Engineering Degree

*I am not a lawyer; therefore, discussion should not be considered 
legal advice and only as the interpretation and opinion of the me as 
the presenter.



Why this training?

• I am not against technological 
advancement but am 
opposed to generative AI in 
its current form. 

• I'm focused on providing you 
with engaging awareness 
training on the unethical 
foundations of generative AI.

• With a specific focus on AI-generated 
imagery throughout this presentation, my 
aim is to equip you with the knowledge to:
• Comprehend the reasons artists are 

against these systems, 
• Identify AI-generated images, and 
• Apply these principles across various 

forms of generative AI (including 
writing, voice, and music).

• By arming yourself with 
these insights, it is my 
hope that you can better 
navigate a world ever-
changing from AI.



Main Topics
• What is AI in this sense?

• What are some proposed benefits and potential harm?

• What is the difference between AI-powered tools and generative AI software?

• Why is generative AI software unethical and problematic?

• Mindset and why “adapt or die” is out of date when adjacent to generative AI.

• Copyright hurdles.

• Why should you care what is generated by AI?

• How can I identify generative AI users when they haven’t declared?

• How can I identify generative AI images?

• What are some things we can do in a world of increasing fakeness caused by 
generative AI?

• Questions & Discussion
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What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? (1/2)

• “Artificial Intelligence”
• A catch-all term synonymous with machine learning (ML) 

models that are used to obtain new output from supplied 
training data. 

• Different from Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) – the 
traditional machine that can “think like a person.” 

• Generative AI are ML models that can quickly 
generate new text, images, video, voice, music, and 
other media from text prompts. 
• They can do so because they were trained in the patterns 

and structure of the supplied training data.

(Midjourney, 2023)



What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? (2/2)

• The most popular AI image generators use a process called reverse diffusion to make images.
• The data is categorized and “broken down” into noise (e.g., a brown and white cat).

• The system is then trained on how to reconstruct similar (in rare cases exact) things out of noise.

(This is why you can see fragments of watermarks frequently being generated and why artists consider this form of generative AI to be 
derivative of and infringing on their intellectual property.)

• The most popular text generators use large language models (LLM) to predict and generate responses to 
various degrees of human realism.

(NVIDIA, 2023)



Sample 
watermark 
proliferation.
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Watermarks from major stock photo 
websites oftentimes appear in the 

generated images.



Sample 
watermark 
proliferation.
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Watermarks can appear when 
trying to generate more than half 
of a person’s body, such as these 

variants of the same prompt.



Current, popular generative AI systems.

• Images
• Stable Diffusion XL (SDXL)
• DreamStudio
• Midjourney (V5.1) + Niji 2 (for 

animation)

• Writing.
• ChatGPT 3.5
• ChatGPT 4
• Sudowrite “Story Engine”

• Video.
• Kaiber AI
• Synthesia
• D-ID 

• Music.
• Boomy
• AIVA

• Voice.
• Elevenlabs
• Resemble AI
• Respeecher



What are the proposed benefits of generative AI?

• Generative AI is no doubt a technological 
marvel that is here to stay. 
• Proponents see massive benefits including, 

but not limited to: 
• Untethered creative ability.
• More comprehensive use of enterprise 

data and knowledge.
• Increased productivity and output at all 

levels of a business.
• Reduced labor costs.

(Midjourney, 2023)



What is the potential harm? (1/4)

• Job losses.
• An inevitability, though to what extent 

remains to be seen.
• Prior technology revolutions targeted lower 

job levels (e.g., manual labor). 
• Automation encouraged people to seek 

better positions ”up the ladder” for better 
pay and quality of life. 

• Generative AI is poised to automate the 
entire ladder.
• In theory this lets people complete existing 

work faster, so they have more time to do 
more work or time for creative pursuits.

• Yet creative pursuits are also targets of 
generative AI, diluting the need for creatives 
while flooding those markets.

(Yahoo! Finance, 2023)

(Slate, 2023)

(The Guardian, 2023)



What is the potential harm? (2/4)

• Increased quantity of lower quality.
• “Content” for consumption instead of 

creativity.

• Less direct customer service.
• AI chatbots instead of humans on the line.

• Fraud.
• Misrepresenting services made with generative 

AI as being hand-crafted.
• Simulating objects for sale that do not exist.

• Scams.
• Voice-cloned calls.
• Some AI “detection” software doesn’t work.
• LLMs are programed to be confident and self-

affirming. (N
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What is the potential harm? (3/4)

• False diversity and representation.
• Instead of hiring real marginalized models or owned-businesses, it is now easier to generate fake 

imagery to use at little to no cost. (This ties in with job losses.)
• This also controls how minorities and marginalized groups are portrayed visually (oftentimes 

stereotypically), which can remove our individuality.

• Warped sense of beauty standards/perfection.
• Generative AI leans toward two extremes: flawless beauty or highly exaggerated negative features.

(Adobe Firefly, 2023) (Midjourney, 2023)



What is the potential harm? (4/4)

• Catfishing.
• 100% AI-generated people. 
• AI-generated images using real 

people.

• Cyberbullying.
• Creating harmful material to use 

harass someone.

• Blackmail.
• Creating harmful material to 

defame someone.

• A warped sense of 
reality.
• Not being able to tell what is 

real vs. fabricated.

(Ars Technica, 2022) (Firstpost, 2023)



Before we get too far, a clarification on AI-powered tools vs. 
generative AI (1/2)

• “AI-powered tools” have been around 
for a while. 
• They use machine learning in a limited 

scope to increase productivity for that task.
• Data used to train AI-powered tools are 

more aligned to the physical and scientific 
nature of the issue being improved. 

• Examples include, but are not limited to:
• Selecting and masking an image with better 

fidelity to remove the background more 
quickly by analyzing the contrast between 
subject and background. 

• Sharpening an image that is blurry using 
algorithms for specific kinds of blur so it can 
be used in a project instead of discarded.

• These tools allow the user to control 
the level of precision at any time during 
those steps.

(Topaz Labs, 2023)



AI-powered tools vs. generative AI continued… (2/2)

• Generative AI is different. 
• It’s “something new out of nothing.” 

• It bypasses typical workflow by having the 
software create complete results by itself (in 
seconds).
• Beyond the initial prompt, the user has no input at any stage 

in the actual creation process. 
• The user merely takes the generated output or redoes it over 

and over until they get something close to what they need.
• The user only finalizes the results after completion (e.g., 

removing watermark fragments, repairing fingers, etc.).
• Therefore, generative AI is not a tool like 

sharpening software or a faster, easier to use 
camera.
• It replaces the camera.
• And the operator.
• And the subject being taken.
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So why is generative AI 
software unethical?
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• The foundations of generative AI systems are built 
on data scraped from the internet that contain 
personal and/or copyrighted work.
• This was done without permission or compensation 

to the people who own those data. 
• The results made by generative AI systems could 

potentially be seen as derivative works based on 
those data.



Why is generative AI software unethical? (1/3)

• The LAION-5B data set (used to train the most popular generative AI image 
software) contains 5.85 billion images scraped from the internet.
• The legalities of this kind of data scraping are an ongoing debate.

• Framed (oftentimes in error) as fair use in the United States. 
• Other countries, such as Japan, are moving toward deeming commercial use of this data as illegal.



Think about it this way… (2/3)

• If you steal 9 cars and use a chop shop to get parts to then make a shiny new vehicle, that 
vehicle is still fundamentally a stolen car.

• Likewise, if you use generative AI software that contains copyrighted data and make a 
new image from those data, the result is still fundamentally stolen.
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Source Data Diffusion Process Image Result
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If only they’d asked… (3/3)

• If generative AI companies had simply 
asked for opt-in or volunteers up front 
to train their systems, a lot of this would 
not be an issue.
• Instead, they chose to do it without regard to 

permission, or updated Terms of Service (TOS) 
to automatically opt users in.

• Based the most popular generations, it is 
evident these companies needed the 
ability to create copyrighted images to 
make more money.
• Increases popularity of content and makes it go 

viral.
• More people willing to pay for the cool-factor of 

generating whatever they want without regard 
to copyright, model releases, or right to 
publicity.

After all, if you can only make generic people or items, 
where’s the "fun” in that?
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Testing the ethics: the “spiderman” test.

• Performed by entering 
“spiderman” as the prompt to 
generate an image.

• PASS: images of a man-spider 
hybrid.

• FAIL: the system makes the 
Marvel superhero. 

• Most generative AI systems fail 
this test.

• Adobe Firefly passes this 
particular test as of this 
presentation (though it does use 
uncompensated data from Adobe 
Stock contributors).

vs.



Saying “Generative AI is just a tool like a digital camera” is 
comparing apples to oranges.

• A lot of people compare generative AI to digital 
cameras (or paintbrushes).
• The claim is all of these are just tools.

• This is not a good comparison. 
• While digital cameras did have pushback, they are 

still tools that requires a user to do the work of 
lighting, framing, and taking the images.

• Digital camera sensors did not require 5.85 
billion photographs to be loaded into the 
camera so it would know how to make a tree, 
or a person, or a dog.

• Generative AI software did require all this 
data to be able to do what it does, and that is 
the fundamental difference.



“I made this…”

• Another issue human artists have is generative AI users 
claiming they made the images themselves.

• Remember, users are not doing anything beyond the 
prompt to generate an image (the machine is).
• It’s like hiring someone to do a commissioned piece. 
• This is also why prompts can lead to wildly different 

results and require refinement/re-rolls to repeat the 
process repeatedly until something close to what the 
user wants is made.

• Recall, this differs from the camera analogy, as you 
have to physically pick up and use the camera, not just 
tell it what to do.

• Despite this, users will claim credit for the output as 
their own, creating a false sense of ownership that can 
lead to further problems.
• It’s like calling yourself a chef when all you did was say “I 

would like a plate of beef and veggies.”

(Midjourney, 2023)

(Midjourney, 2023)



Let’s highlight this with a comparison

Video of Human artist Ash Vin Harrison 
as he takes time and skill to create a 
stunning portrait of a woman with 

galactic hair and headphones. 

Opening Midjourney and typing a prompt 
for this “in the style of Ash Vin Harrison”. 

Get infinite variations in seconds. Then pick 
one you like. Claim that you made it. 

HUMAN POWERED 
CREATOR GENERATIVE AI USER



It’s about one rule for me, and another rule for thee…

• Hypocrisy and hubris drive 
this mindset.

• Some consider it okay to use 
these tools (that are based 
off other people’s work) but 
demand credit for the images 
the machine made for them.
• Even watermarking them. 

• Yet more won’t use 
generative AI in their 
particular fields (e.g., for 
writing) but will gladly use it 
for other things like graphic 
design as if they are different.

Sample 
conversations 

that skews 
generative AI 
use as bad for 

others, but 
okay for them.



“Adapt or die” is an outdated mindset when set 
against generative AI (1/2).
• “Adapt or die” or “adapt to survive” phrases imply that you MUST 

USE AI if you want any hope of staying relevant.
• Often coupled with “this is like any other tech revolution, get 

over it.”

• Ironically, generative AI proponents have not adapted their OWN 
mentality to this new landscape, nor have they looked at how 
widespread and different generative AI is.
• E.g., some graphic designers state they won’t need to buy stock 

images anymore since they can make their own (like the woman 
at right) and use them for their own clients. 

• Yet their clients are stating they won’t need to use those 
designers anymore, because they can generate their own work.

• If this tech touches so many industries and will become so 
advanced that I won’t need to hire anyone, and they won’t 
need to hire anyone, and if everyone else is in a similar 
situation of being able to self-create whatever they need in 
record time: 

 What exactly are we adapting to?
(Midjourney, 2023)



Let’s look at photography as an example (2/2).
• How does one monetize this in the age of generative AI?

• Output would have to go up by a huge amount to keep up with generative AI output.
• Do you stay visible in the sea of output?
• Does the client base increase accordingly?

• Generative AI is remarkably easy (little hardware, no skills).
• You are competing against anyone with a computer.
• Clients can do it themselves.

• Fees per generated AI image are disproportionately small compared to a skilled 
service.
• The economics don't add up. 

• Everyone goes into a mass-production mindset trying to pump out as much as they 
can as fast as they can to stay ahead of the wave.
• Then the wave catches up and overtakes everyone.

• Photographers (and designers) could do AI themselves – and some are – but at 
some point, if everyone can do it, the question remains:
• How is this going to be monetized to a point of a realistic income?

• I am taking the approach of offering real photography, real models, and real results 
in order to try and remain a gold-standard couture brand instead of a mass-
produced monstrosity. Only time will tell. (M
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Copyrighting AI isn’t as 
easy as generating it.
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• The US Copyright Office (USCO) updated its 
guidance in 2023 relative to applications for and 
approvals of material containing AI-generated 
content.
• Japan began working in early June 2023 towards 

implementing restricting commercial use of 
generative AI in two phases: development and use.



Transformative or derivative?

• Raw generative AI output cannot be 
copyrighted.
• There is no human guidance during the creation 

process.
• Copyright requires significant changes to that 

output, made by a person, to qualify for 
registration.

• These changes must be enough to deem the 
work transformative and not merely a 
derivative of the generated image.
• You can’t take an AI-generated image, clean it 

up, change the hair color, and call it a day.
• Just like you can’t take someone else’s photo, 

clean it up, change the hair color, and then 
claim it’s your photo to copyright.

• Copyright will only protect the human-
authored aspects of the work. 

(US Copyright Office, 2023)

From 37 CFR Part 202 Copyright Registration Guidance: Works 
Containing Material Generated by Artificial Intelligence



The best-known AI copyright case (so far)…

• Zarya of the Dawn by Kristina 
Kashtanova.

• The USCO concluded that Ms. 
Kashtanova is the author of the 
Work’s text as well as the selection, 
coordination, and arrangement of 
the Work’s written and visual 
elements as a graphic novel.  

• However, they determined that the 
images in the Work that were AI-
generated were not the product of 
human authorship nor sufficiently 
transformative by her, and 
therefore not copyrightable.

• She was then issued a registration 
for the layout and text, but not the 
images in the graphic novel.

(US Copyright Office, 2023)



But wait! There’s more…

• ANDY WARHOL FOUNDATION FOR THE 
VISUAL ARTS, INC. v. GOLDSMITH ET AL. 
(2023, 18 May) muddied these copyright 
waters even more.
• Warhol created the silk-screen version (far 

right) based on Goldsmith’s photo (right).
• Initially this was deemed transformative UNTIL 

the Warhol Foundation licensed the silk–
screen version.

• The Supreme Court (7-2) ruled that works 
based off copyrighted material (even in 
different mediums) may, in fact, be 
infringing if a major reason for the 
supposed transformative nature is financial 
gain.

• This highlights the lack of understanding of 
the fluidity of fair use, something many 
people use in defense of potential 
infringement. (ANDY WARHOL FOUNDATION FOR THE VISUAL ARTS, INC. v. GOLDSMITH ET AL., 2023)



The four points to determine a Fair Use Exception

(Wiley University Services, 2023)

• “Fair Use” must be applied on a case-by-case basis through analysis of the 4 pillars of the exemption. 
• It cannot be used as a blanket generalization; what you think is fine may not be.



Yeah, yeah. But why 
should I care? 
Everyone’s doing it.
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Why should you care what is generated by AI? (1/3)

• Potential fraud
• Paying hundreds to thousands of 

dollars for something you were told 
was hand-crafted, but were made by 
a machine in 30 seconds (some as 
fast as 2 seconds)

• Some items for sale don’t even exist.
• Potential copyright and/or other 

intellectual property issues in 
multiple countries.
• E.g., designing book covers and other 

commercial-use material using 
celebrity likenesses, potential 
derivative content, etc.

• If working in multiple countries, you 
must be aware of the laws there.

AI images that are made in minutes by a 
machine are selling for hundreds to thousands 

of dollars.

Scam pages using AI 
images to sell products 

that do not exist.



Why should you care what is generated by AI? (2/3)

• Theft of your copyrighted 
content. 
• Due to ease, it is possible to 

steal traditionally designed 
book covers, posters, 
watermarked images, etc. 
using Adobe’s Generative Fill 
in just a few clicks. 

• Remember, AI images have 
no copyright either.
• Anyone can take a generative 

AI book cover and use it for 
their own commercial work. 

• BE AWARE!!!

With one click, Generative 
Fill can be used to steal 
copyrighted material.

Be aware.

(FuriousFotog, 2023)



Why should you care what is generated by AI? (3/3)

• Your world-view is already 
being affected.
• By consuming and liking AI-

generated content that is 
presented as real, you’re 
conditioned to accept 
them.
• So what? They’re cute! 

(Sure, but they aren’t real, 
and you thought they 
were).

• This can lead to 
misunderstandings that 
have very real 
consequences.
• Politics
• Propaganda

• Imagine when the tech 
improves.

Thinking images like the examples above are 
genuine leads to real consequences like below. 



So how can I identify 
generative AI images?
• First check if the use of generative AI is declared. 

• If you're uncertain, there is always the option to ask. 
• Take note of the artist's willingness to respond.

• There are several signs that generative AI has been used if you 
cannot see nor get a declaration. 

• Keep in mind that these signs may not always indicate that 
someone is a grifter using generative AI without declaration. 

• However, if you notice multiple occurrences of these things in 
a person's portfolio, it is more likely that generative AI is being 
used without declaration.
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How can I identify generative AI grifting in a portfolio if nothing 
is declared? (1/3)



How can I identify generative AI grifting in a portfolio if nothing 
is declared? (2/3)



How can I identify generative AI grifting in a portfolio if nothing 
is declared? (3/3)



Now about those 
images…

• As generative software continues to 
evolve, spotting signs of generative 
AI use in artwork is becoming 
increasingly challenging.
• However, there are still some clues 

to look out for.
• Remember to ALWAYS ZOOM IN.

• The devil is in the details.

Actual Official 
Amazon / Vella ad
🤯



How can I identify generative AI images? (1/4)



How can I identify generative AI images? (2/4)



How can I identify generative AI images? (3/4)



How can I identify generative AI images? (4/4)



What are some things we can do 
in a world of increasing fakeness 
caused by generative AI?
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Know that generative AI 
is here to stay.

• Private companies are 
integrating it into every facet of 
their products.
• Public, open-source code is 

being used to develop 
generative AI systems that can 
perform highly specific tasks 
and functions free of ethical 
restrictions. 
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Don’t feel pressured.

• Some companies are using 
generative AI and the tendency of 
people to fear missing out to drive 
more sales.

• Other companies may lean heavy 
into the “adapt to survive, 
otherwise go broke” mentality to 
push for more sales.

• Realize that you do not HAVE to 
use generative AI to be validated.

Sample emails and ads from companies pushing 
AI via these “guilt trip” methods.



Ask if someone you plan 
to use for a service has 
not declared.

• This can keep you safe from 
paying an excessive amount for 
AI-generated content under the 
guise it is real.
• Avoid potential legalities down 

the road, should what you 
purchase be determined to be 
infringing on someone else’s 
copyright or trademark.

Remember:
Legal battles are ongoing!



Don’t take anything 
online at face value.

• It should go without saying but be 
skeptical of what you see online.

• Images have always been 
Photoshopped or modified, but it is 
now possible for anyone to do it in 
seconds.
• The hurdles of time and skill are gone.

• If you start to believe AI-generated 
images are real or accept them, 
there is a real possibility of someone 
using them against you successfully 
in your personal life, professional 
career, or more widespread in 
politics.



If you are a creator, check contracts for 
generative AI usage clauses.

• Check if you have automatically been opted-
in and what the process is (if any exists) to 
opt-out. 
• For literature, photography, audiobooks, and 

narration, training data is used by service providers 
to further develop those generative AI systems.

• For acting and modeling, agencies may seek to 
claim use of your likeness for other future work 
without compensation such as “virtual 
photoshoots” or continuing a film series that your 
current physical contract ended on.

(Deep Agency., 2023)



Add your own declarations 
to your work. 

• It communicates your stance.
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Samples prepared by The Author’s Guild that can be 
customized to best-suit your circumstances



Most importantly!

Continue to support your human-powered creators.



Thank you!

Questions?


